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Disaster Risk Assessment for 
Earthquakes: Demonstration

Produced as a part of a series of videos within the METEOR project
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METEOR project

Modeling Exposure Through Earth Observation Routines

● Three-year project
● Funded by UK Space Agency
● Aims to develop innovative application of Earth 

Observation (EO) technologies to improve understanding 
of exposure

● Specific focus on pilot countries Nepal and Tanzania
● Consortium of eight organizations

funded by:

project consortium:
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Components of risk

The RISK occurs when there is a spatial and temporal overlap of these three elements

HAZARD EXPOSURE VULNERABILITY

Source: gfdrr.org/sites/gfdrr/files/publication/opendri_fg_web_20140629b_0.pdf
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OpenQuake Engine

Combines seismic hazard and risk calculations

Probabilistic and deterministic calculations

Supports calculations at different scales

Incorporates a wide spectrum of uncertainties

Free, public and open source code

Runs in single computers or clusters
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Installing OpenQuake Engine
github.com/gem/oq-engi
ne

https://github.com/gem/oq-engine
https://github.com/gem/oq-engine
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OpenQuake Engine Manual
https://docs.openquake.org/manuals/

https://docs.openquake.org/manuals/
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OpenQuake Engine Calculators
Hazard

• Scenario Hazard
• Classical PSHA
• Event-based PSHA

Risk
• Scenario Damage or Loss
• Classical Damage or Loss
• Event-based Damage or Loss
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OpenQuake Engine Scenario Model

Losses

Damage
s

Vs30

Input files

Files needed to run hazard or risk 
calculations (i.e. exposure model, 

vulnerability model, Vs30, 
GMPEs)

OpenQuake Engine

Specific calculators of the engine 
(e.g. scenario, scenario_damage, 

scenario_risk)

Output files

Results for the corresponding  
calculation (e.g. ground motion fields, 

damage maps, risk maps)

Ground 
Motion 
Model

Hazar
d

Exposur
e

Vulnerability 
Model
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Useful links for OpenQuake

• Main OpenQuake site (versions, installers and development):

https://github.com/gem/oq-engine

• OpenQuake Documentation: Hazard and risk manuals, QA testing

https://docs.openquake.org/manuals/

• OpenQuake Input Preparation Toolkit (online version):

https://platform.openquake.org/ipt

• OpenQuake Support Forum:

https://groups.google.com/g/openquake-users

https://github.com/gem/oq-engine
https://docs.openquake.org/manuals/
https://platform.openquake.org/ipt
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Running OpenQuake

Command Line Web Interface

• Input Preparation Toolkit - IPT

• QGIS

Command line Graphical web browser interface to run OQ 
calculations

Plugins:OpenQuake manual
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Command line basics
Running the model

> oq engine --run path/to/job.ini

Listing all results
> oq engine --lo <calc_id> 

Exporting a specific result

> oq engine --eo <output_id> path/to/output/folder

Exporting all results

> oq engine --eos <calc_id> path/to/output/folder

Starting the web interface

> oq webui start
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Demo #1: Scenario Hazard
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Scenario hazard | Input and output files

Site file

Rupture Model

Hazard maps
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Scenario hazard | Input files
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Scenario hazard | Job configuration file
[general]
description = 2015 Gorkha (Scenario Hazard)
calculation_mode = scenario
# example comment

[rupture]
rupture_model_file = rupture_model.xml
rupture_mesh_spacing = 2.0

[sites]
site_model_file = sites_vs30.csv

[hazard_calculation]
intensity_measure_types = PGA, SA(0.3)
gsim = CampbellBozorgnia2014
truncation_level = 3.0
maximum_distance = 500
number_of_ground_motion_fields = 100

[output]
export_dir = out

← description of your model
← desired OQ-engine calculator
← example of a comment or note (not used in 
analysis)

← rupture model path
← mesh size (in km) used to discretize the rupture 
in OQ

← site model path

← desired intensity measures
← desired ground motion prediction model (GMPE)
← desired truncation level for GMPE
← max distance from source to compute ground 
motion
← desired number of stochastic ground motion 
fields

 
← desired output directory
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Scenario hazard | Rupture model file

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<nrml xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml" xmlns="
http://openquake.org/xmlns/nrml/0.4">

    <singlePlaneRupture>

        <magnitude>7.8</magnitude>
        <rake>100</rake>
        <hypocenter lon="84.731" lat="28.231"depth="8"/>

        <planarSurface strike="293" dip="7">
            <bottomLeft  lon="84.62" lat="28.40" depth="20"/>
            <bottomRight lon="86.17" lat="27.96" depth="20"/>
            <topLeft     lon="84.47" lat="27.84" depth="13"/>
            <topRight    lon="85.86" lat="27.38" depth="13"/>
        </planarSurface>

    </singlePlaneRupture>

</nrml>

The rupture model file defines the 
scenario:

- Magnitude
- Geometry
- Mechanism

In this example, we are using the 
parameters described by the 
USGS finite fault model for the 
2015 Gorkha earthquake
https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/event
page/us20002926/finite-fault?source=us&code=
us20002926

The Input Preparation Toolkit 
(IPT) can be used to create your 
own rupture model file:
https://platform.openquake.org/ipt/

http://openquake.org/xmlns/nrml/0.4
https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eventpage/us20002926/finite-fault?source=us&code=us20002926
https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eventpage/us20002926/finite-fault?source=us&code=us20002926
https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eventpage/us20002926/finite-fault?source=us&code=us20002926
https://platform.openquake.org/ipt/
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Scenario hazard | Site model file

The site model provides inputs to the ground 
motion prediction equations, such as the shear 
wave velocity in the upper 30 m (VS,30 )

In this example, we are using values 
interpolated from the  USGS Global VS,30 Map, 
which is available for download here:
https://earthquake.usgs.gov/data/vs30/

https://earthquake.usgs.gov/data/vs30/
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Scenario hazard | Ground motion models

100+ ground motion 

prediction equations 

(GMPEs) have been 

implemented in OQ for 

various tectonic 

regions

https://github.com/gem/oq-engine/tree/m
aster/openquake/hazardlib/gsim

https://github.com/gem/oq-engine/tree/master/openquake/hazardlib/gsim
https://github.com/gem/oq-engine/tree/master/openquake/hazardlib/gsim
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Scenario hazard | Running the analysis

Let’s run the model…
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Scenario hazard | Outputs from calculation

sitemesh_<id>.csv gmf-data_<id>.csv

geolocation of 
each site id 
modeled

ground motion values for each desired intensity 
measure type (e.g. PGA, SA(0.3)) and site id and 
event id

The number of rows 

will be equal to the 

number of sites 

multiplied by the 

number of ground 

motion fields requested
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Scenario hazard | Hazard maps
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Scenario hazard | Hazard maps
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Demo #1: Scenario Damage
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Scenario damage | Input and output files

Site file

Rupture Model
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Scenario damage | Input files
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Scenario damage | Job configuration file
[general]
description = 2015 Gorkha (Scenario Damage)
calculation_mode = scenario_damage

...

[exposure]
exposure_file = Exposure.xml

[vulnerability]
taxonomy_mapping_csv = taxonomy_map.csv
structural_fragility_file = structural_fragility.xml

[risk]
minimum_intensity = {“PGA”:0.05, “SA(0.3)”:0.05,

     “SA(0.6)”:0.05, “SA(1.0)”:0.05}

[output]
export_dir = out

← description of your model
← desired OQ-engine calculator

← exposure model path

← taxonomy mapping csv path
← fragility model path

← minimum intensity values considered 
for
     damage analysis

 
← desired output directory
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Scenario damage | Exposure model file
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<nrml xmlns:gml="http://www.opengis.net/gml" xmlns="
http://openquake.org/xmlns/nrml/0.4">

  <exposureModel category="buildings" id="exposure" taxonomySource="GEM 
taxonomy">

    <description>Exposure Model</description>

    <conversions>
      <costTypes>
        <costType name="structural" type="aggregated" unit="USD"/>
      </costTypes>
    </conversions>

    <tagNames>ID_4</tagNames>

    <assets>Exposure_Residential_Nepal.csv</assets>

  </exposureModel>

</nrml>

 

← Description of
     model

← Loss types and 
units
     of currency

← Additional tags or
     attributes of 
interest

← Location(s) of
     exposure CSV 
files

 

http://openquake.org/xmlns/nrml/0.4
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Scenario damage | Exposure model file

Required attributes
- ID
- Geolocation (lon, lat)
- Taxonomy
- Number
- Value (e.g., structural)

Optional attributes
Any information that would be 
useful for you, such as a field 
to aggregate by
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Scenario damage | Visualization of exposure data
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Scenario damage | Taxonomy map file

The exposure building class 
(taxonomy) and the vulnerability 
building class (conversion) can 
differ

An example is shown here, where 
there is a direct 1:1 mapping

If uncertainty in the mapping is to be 
considered, multiple conversion 
classes can be referenced for each 
taxonomy class along with each 
associated weight
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Scenario damage | Fragility model file

The fragility model 
specifies a set of fragility 
curves for each limit state 
for each building class

In this example, we 
consider four limit states 
(slight, moderate, 
extensive, complete)

The imls tag provides 
values at the x-axis

The poes tag provides 
values at the y-axis
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Scenario damage | Running the analysis

Let’s run the model…
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Scenario damage | Outputs from calculation

dmg_by_event_<id>.csv damages-<rlz>_<id>.csv

aggregated counts in each damage state 
for each event

count in each damage state on a site-per-site basis, 
along with additional tags retained (e.g., ID_4)
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Scenario damage | Scenario damage maps
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Scenario damage | Scenario damage maps
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Scenario damage | Scenario damage maps
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Scenario damage | Scenario damage maps
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Demo #1: Scenario Risk
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Scenario risk | Input and output files

Site file

Rupture Model
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Scenario risk | Input files
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Scenario risk | Job configuration file

[general]
description = 2015 Gorkha (Scenario Risk)
calculation_mode = scenario_risk

...

[exposure]
exposure_file = Exposure.xml

[vulnerability]
taxonomy_mapping_csv = taxonomy_map.csv
structural_vulnerability_file = structural_vulnerability.xml

[risk]
minimum_intensity = {“PGA”:0.05, “SA(0.3)”:0.05,

     “SA(0.6)”:0.05, “SA(1.0)”:0.05}

[output]
export_dir = out

← description of your model
← desired OQ-engine calculator

← exposure model path

← taxonomy mapping csv path
← vulnerability model path

← minimum intensity values
     considered for damage 
analysis

 
← desired output directory
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Scenario risk | Vulnerability model file
The vulnerability model 
specifies a vulnerability 
curve for each building 
class

The imls tag provides 
values at the x-axis

The meanLRs tag 
provides values at the y-
axis

The covLRs tag allows for 
a distribution to be 
considered around the y-
axis values
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Scenario risk | Running the analysis

Let’s run the model…
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Scenario risk | Outputs from calculation

agglosses_<id>.csv avg_losses-mean_<id>.csv

statistics for aggregated 
losses across all sites

mean losses for each site 
(across all realizations)

avg_losses-rlz_<rlz>_<id>.csv

realized losses for each site
(per realization)
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Scenario risk | Scenario loss map
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Scenario risk | Scenario loss ratio map



For further information please see
http://meteor-project.org

Thank you for your interest
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